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Bosch Diesel Repair Network – the complete
solution for all Bosch diesel systems


‘QualityScan’ repair product verification system introduced across the
Bosch Diesel Network of workshops in UK & Ireland.



Only Bosch authorised diesel repair workshops can use this
technology to prove that a repair has been completed to approved
Bosch standards.




Workshops can access data of repaired units via QualityScan app.
Bosch Diesel repair workshops offer a comprehensive range of
solutions for diesel products to workshops requiring diesel parts.

The Bosch Diesel Repair Network specialises in servicing and maintaining
diesel systems. Highly trained diesel specialists are able to offer the best
solution to all faults with diesel system components. With the highest level of
expertise in the market and equipment that meets strict Bosch approval, the
Bosch Diesel Repair Network is qualified to resolve any issues with your
diesel system components.
The options available from a Bosch Diesel Network workshop are: a new unit,
a Bosch eXchange re-manufactured part, or a common rail injection pump or
injector repaired by the authorised Bosch Diesel repair workshop.
Complex, high performance injection systems lie at the heart of every diesel
engine. Correctly diagnosing any fault or repair at an early stage can ensure
the correct solution is provided. The Bosch Repair Network has the capability
to test individual components and identify precisely where the fault lies. This
enables the Bosch Diesel Repair Network to provide an authorised repaired
unit or alternatively offer a replacement Bosch eXchange unit.
All repaired components provided by the Bosch Diesel Repair Network are
repaired according to specific Bosch guidelines by highly trained technicians
using Bosch equipment and genuine spare parts.
Once repaired and tested, special “repair ID labels” are attached to the parts
which keep a record of the repair carried out by a qualified expert. This
information can be easily and quickly accessed using the free-of-charge
Bosch QualityScan app available for Android and iOS smartphones. It shows

all component data available on the Bosch QualityScan database, such as the
IMA code or the contact details of the Bosch diesel specialist who carried out
the repair as well as the date of the repair. This data can also be accessed at
www.qualityscan.bosch-automotive.com once the repair ID has been entered.
Data about repaired diesel components can only be added to the Bosch
QualityScan database by authorized Bosch Diesel Centres and Bosch Diesel
Services. In order to receive the authorization for the Bosch quality system,
the diesel specialist must possess certified Bosch test equipment, master
specific repair and test methods and use genuine test data and spare parts
from Bosch.
The repaired diesel components are subject to a stringent quality check
complying with Bosch specifications before being allowed to be labeled with
the Bosch QualityScan repair ID. In addition, the diesel components
documented in the Bosch QualityScan database are delivered with a
guarantee on the performed repairs and in a special packaging. That way, the
customer can be sure the repaired injection pumps and injectors he receives
are solely of high quality complying with the Bosch specifications as well.
The Bosch Diesel Network is also able to offer Bosch eXchange products.
Bosch eXchange is the only true remanufacturing service, with factories in
Turkey and the Czech Republic respectively working on diesel injectors and
pumps, replacing 100% wearing components with new parts, ensuring a
remanufactured product will work to the same specification as a brand new
component.
Particularly useful for highly engineered injectors where significant
technological investment is needed, the factories have benefitted from
substantial investment to manage the complex remanufacturing process for
the very latest injectors and pumps, using cutting edge equipment to
remanufacture even the latest technologies.
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In the UK, Bosch has been present since 1898, when Robert Bosch opened the
company’s first office outside Germany. Every one of the Bosch Group’s business
sectors has a presence in the UK: Automotive Technology, Industrial Technology,
Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. Bosch operates in the
UK as Robert Bosch Limited and employs around 5,300 associates across 41
sites. In 2014, Bosch generated revenues in the UK of 3.7 billion euros.
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It
employs roughly 375,000 associates worldwide (as of December 31, 2015). The
company generated sales of 70.6 billion euros in 2015. Its operations are divided
into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer
Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. The Bosch Group comprises Robert
Bosch GmbH and its roughly 440 subsidiaries and regional companies in some
60 countries. Including sales and service partners, Bosch’s global manufacturing
and sales network covers some 150 countries. The basis for the company’s future
growth is its innovative strength. Bosch employs 55,800 associates in research
and development at 118 locations across the globe. The Bosch Group’s strategic
objective is to deliver innovations for a connected life. Bosch improves quality of
life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark
enthusiasm. In short, Bosch creates technology that is ͞Invented for life.͟
The company was set up in Stuttgart in 1886 by Robert Bosch (1861-1942) as
͞Workshop for Precision Mechanics and Electrical Engineering .͟ The special
ownership structure of Robert Bosch GmbH guarantees the entrepreneurial
freedom of the Bosch Group, making it possible for the company to plan over the
long term and to undertake significant up-front investments in the safeguarding of
its future. Ninety-two percent of the share capital of Robert Bosch GmbH is held
by Robert Bosch Stiftung GmbH, a charitable foundation. The majority of voting
rights are held by Robert Bosch Industrietreuhand KG, an industrial trust. The
entrepreneurial ownership functions are carried out by the trust. The remaining
shares are held by the Bosch family and by Robert Bosch GmbH. Additional
information is available online at www.bosch.co.uk, @BoschUK,
www.facebook.com/BoschUK

In some cases rather than simply replacing faulty components, the Bosch
Diesel Network will be able to repair them according to Bosch repair
guidelines using Bosch equipment and genuine spare parts. This provides a
solution that can reduce costs as well as reducing waste and save on
resources.
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